In this paper, a plasmonic logic device with the novel manipulation method is proposed. It consists of a hexagonal resonator in the center of the structure and dual rectangular resonators in which two sliders are embedded. The input states of the logic gate are represented by the positions of the slider. The temporal coupled-mode theory demonstrates that different positions of the slider lead to changes in the transmission spectra, which is the main idea in achieving logic operation. Ultimately, three logic operations (AND, XOR, and NOR) can be implemented simultaneously by moving the sliders and the finitedifference time-domain method is used for numerical validation. In addition, the influence of structural parameters on transmission characteristics and contrast ratio is also investigated. This paper is of great significance to the design of optical logic device on-chip and provides a new method for designing other integrated photonic devices.
Introduction
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are the electromagnetic waves that are formed by the interaction between free electrons and electromagnetic field on the metal surface and propagate along the surface of the metal-dielectric [1] - [4] . They are exponentially attenuated in the vertical direction and are expected to break the classical diffraction limit [5] - [7] . In order to manipulate light in nanoscale domain, many kinds of plasmonic waveguides have been proposed for propagating SPPs, such as nanowires, v-shaped hybrid plasmonic waveguides, dielectric-loaded waveguides and metalinsulator-metal (MIM) waveguides [8] , [9] . The MIM waveguides received extensive attention in recent years since they have the advantages of strong confinement to SPPs, easy manufacturing and acceptable propagation length [10] - [12] . various optical nanoscale devices based on MIM waveguides have been proposed, including filters [13] , [14] , demultiplexers [15] , [16] , sensors [17] , [18] , switches [19] , [20] , splitters [21] , [22] and logic gates [23] - [29] . Among these devices, logic gate, as a essential component of optical computing and all-optical information processing, plays an important role in the research of optical communication. Therefore, the optical logic gate has become a current research hotspot and has been extensively studied by a large number of scholars.
Currently, there are two main ways to design logic gates. The first method is linear interference whose basic idea is the constructive or destructive interference between two input signals [23] - [25] . Predecessors made outstanding contributions in terms of logic gates based on this approach. However, for linear interference, it is difficult to precisely control the phase difference of the input signals, which may cause instability of the output signal [26] . In order to avoid the above problem, researchers proposed many logic devices based on nonlinear processes, such as third-order nonlinear effects. The nonlinear Kerr effect was utilized to implement logic operations [27] . A multifunctional logic gate was realized by setting optical pulse to different intensities based on nonlinear plasmonic resonator [28] . Although the plasmonic devices proposed have great performance and can implement a plurality of logic operations in the same structure, most of them cannot implement multiple logic operations simultaneously. As we all know, the logic device that can implement multiple logic operations at the same time has higher computing speed and integration which are urgently needed for on-chip optical signal processing. However, to our best knowledge, this kind of promising logic device is still rare.
To meet these demands, a logic device with a novel manipulation method, the position of the slider represents the Boolean value of the input signal, is investigated in this paper. The different positions of the sliders result in diverse effective paths for the resonator and eventually cause a variation of the transmission spectra. By monitoring the transmission of the output signal at different wavelengths, three logic operations (AND, XOR, and NOR) can be simultaneously achieved in the same structure. The contrast ratio for the AND, XOR and NOR logic gates are 19 dB, 16 dB and 21 dB, respectively, which are higher than similarly plasmonic logic devices [23] , [27] , [29] . In addition, we further investigate the influence of structural parameters on the transmission characteristics and contrast ratio of logic gates. This novel method can be used for designing other optical nanoscale devices.
Structure Model and Theoretical Analysis
A two-dimensional schematic diagram of the proposed plasmonic structure is shown in the Fig. 1 . The two rectangular resonators are respectively tangent to the hexagonal resonator. The structure proposed can be realized by using the nanoimprint lithography (NIL) technology with a resolution of sub-4 nm or less [30] - [32] . The dimensional parameters of the structure R , L 1 and L 2 are the side length of the hexagonal resonator, the length of the rectangular resonators and sliders severally. w 0 , w 1 and w 2 are the width of the MIM waveguides, rectangular resonators and sliders. d denotes the coupling distance between the boundary of the hexagonal resonator and the MIM waveguides. In the structure, the medium of waveguides is set to be air. The refractive index of dielectric embedded in the cavity is n. The metal is assumed as silver, whose complex relative permittivity can be characterized by the well-known Drude model [2] :
where ε ∞ = 3.7, ω p = 9.1 eV, and γ = 0.018 eV respectively represent the dielectric constant of the infinite frequency, the bulk plasma frequency and the electron collision frequency. ω represents the angular frequency of the incident wave. In this model, since the width w 0 is much smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, only the fundamental TM waveguide mode can propagate whose dispersion relation in the MIM waveguides can be obtained by the following equation [33] :
where ε d and ε m are the permittivities, and k d,m are the propagation constants in the dielectric and metal. β = k 0 n eff stands for the wave vector in the MIM waveguides and k 0 = 2π/λ means the wave vector in vacuum. n eff represents the effective refractive index in the MIM waveguides. The SPPs propagate along MIM waveguide and will be coupled into the resonator. According to the temporal coupled-mode theory, transmission characteristics of the structure can be investigated. The temporal evolution of normalized amplitude A of the hexagonal resonator can be described as [16] :
where ω o is the resonance frequency of the resonator, k o , k e , θ stand for the decay rate of the field induced by the internal loss in the nanocavity, the power coupled into the waveguide and the phase difference that occurs when SPPs are coupled from the waveguide to the cavity, respectively. When amplitude S in of the input signal has an e jωt dependence on time and d A /d t = jω o , A is derived as:
According to the conservation of energy, we can get the amplitude S out of the output signal as:
The transmission efficiency T of the structure can be obtained based on the above equations:
When the input signal frequency ω is equal to the resonance frequency ω o , the transmission achieve a maximum value T max , and the maximum value is:
For this SPPs cavity, the resonance condition can be given by [16] :
where λ m is the resonance wavelength, N eff is the effective index in the cavity for SPPs that is dependent on the refractive index n of dielectric, m is a positive integr corresponding to the number 
of standing waves in the cavity, and φ represents the total phase shift at the corners of the cavity. L is the additional length due to the slider movement related to the width of the rectangular resonator. From equation (9), it is apparent that the resonance wavelength is related to the refractive index of dielectric and the circumference of the cavity.
Results and Discussions
The FDTD method with perfectly matched layer (PML) as boundary conditions is introduced to investigate the transmission characteristics of the structure. And the fundamental TM mode of the MIM waveguide is excited by a mode source. The parameters of structure are set as L 1 = 700 nm, L 2 = 400 nm, R = 300 nm, w 0 = 50 nm, w 1 = 50 nm, w 2 = 45 nm and d = 15 nm. The dielectric in the cavity is set to air. The two input Boolean ports of the logic gate are X and Y respectively. When the slider in the upper rectangular resonator is moved to the right, it represents X = 1, whereas it is moved to the left, it represents X = 0. Similarly, the location of the slider in the lower rectangular resonator also represents the different input states of Y. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , it shows a schematic diagram of the input states of (X = 1, Y = 1), (X = 1, Y = 0), (X = 0, Y = 1), and (X = 0, Y = 0). Various actuation mechanisms provide the possibility to manipulate the slider, including electrostatic, electromagnetic, and electrothermal [34] . Especially, the design, simulation, optimization and fabrication of electrothermal actuators have been investigated by a large number of scholars [35] - [37] . Therefore, the slider could be attached to one end of the expansion beam, and the heating laser is used to act on the expansion arm. Eventually, the manipulation of the slider is achieved by the expansion and contraction of the expansion arm. Due to g is larger than the field skin depth in metal [38] , it avoids the interaction between the hexagonal resonator and the left end of the rectangular resonator when the slider moves to the right of the rectangular resonator. As can be observed from Fig. 2 that the perimeter of the cavity are different under four input states. Different circumferences of cavity eventually lead to the difference of the transmission spectra, as drawn in Fig. 3 . When the input states are (X = 1, Y = 0) and (X = 0, Y = 1), since the structure is symmetrical, the transmission spectra in the two input states are the same as shown by the blue line in the Fig. 3 . The transmission spectra of the input states (X = 1, Y = 1), (X = 1, Y = 0 or X = 0, Y = 1) and (X = 0, Y = 0) respectively reach maximum values at the 687.7 nm, 726.7 nm and 779.5 nm. The transmission of the corresponding three wavelengths under four input states are shown in Table 1 . By monitoring the transmission value of the output spectra at 687.7 nm, 726.7 nm, and 779.5 nm, three logic functions (AND, XOR, and NOR) can be simultaneously realized at different wavelengths. For three logic operations, when the input states meet the corresponding logic relationship, the transmission exceeds 59%. Otherwise, the transmission is lower than 1.8%, as illustrated in Table 1 . Therefore, high crosstalk isolation is achieved at output port. Table 2 depicts the truth table of the three logic operations. The detailed implementation process can be explained as follows.
Logic AND operation can be realized by monitoring the transmission at 687.7 nm. When the input state is (X = 1, Y = 1), the transmission reaches the maximum value at 687.7 nm, and the maximum value is 73.2% (logic state 1). However, when the input state is (X = 1, Y = 0) or (X = 0, Y = 1), the transmission at 687.7 nm is 0.986% (logic state 0). And when the input state is (X = 0, Y = 0), the transmission at 687.7 nm is 0.136% (logic state 0). So the proposed logic device can be used as AND logic gate. In addition, the contrast ratio as an important indicator for logic gates between the 1 and 0 states is defined as [39] :
Contrast Ratio = 10 log P out|1 P out|0 (10) where P out|1 and P out|0 are the output power at high and low logic states, respectively. According to equation (10), when using the proposed structure to achieve logic AND operation, the contrast ratio is 19 dB. The field distributions of |H Z | for incident wavelength of 687.7 nm in the four input states are shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(d). It can be seen that the intensity of the field within the cavity is strong when the input state is (X = 1, Y = 1). In other input states, the intensity of the field inside the cavity is weak, so little energy passes through the cavity to the output port. The process of implementing XOR operation can also be analysed in this way. When the input state is (X = 1, Y = 0) or (X = 0, Y = 1), the transmission spectrum has a maximum value of 67.2% (logic state 1) at 726.7 nm. At this time, when the input state are (X = 1, Y = 1) and (X = 0, Y = 0), the corresponding transmission are 1.717% (logic state 0) and 0.297% (logic state 0). So it can be used as a XOR logic gate and its contrast ratio is 16 dB . Figs. 4(e)-4(h) shows the corresponding field distributions of |H Z | for incident wavelength of 726.7 nm.
Similarly, when the input state is (X = 0, Y = 0), the maximum transmission is located at 779.5 nm, and the maximum value is 59.3% (logic state 1). At 779.5 nm, the transmission of input state (X = 1, Y = 1) is 0.22% (logic state 0), and the transmission of input state (X = 1, Y = 0 or X = 0, Y = 1) is 0.488% (logic state 0). Therefore, the logic NOR operation is achieved, and the contrast ratio is 21 dB. The corresponding field distributions of |H Z | for incident wavelength of 779.5 nm are drawn in Figs. 4(i)-4(l) .
In order to further research on the proposed logic device, we discuss the influence of structural parameters on the transmission characteristics and contrast ratio. Obviously, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the transmission spectra in different resonance modes have a significant influence on the contrast ratio. Through equation (8), we can obtain the expression of the FWHM approximately as 4πc(k o + k e )/ω 2 o . Therefore, the FWHM of the resonance spectra can be tuned by controlling the coupling distance. Next, the effect of coupling distance on transmission spectra is studied by simulations. The coupling distance d increases from 10 nm to 25 nm with the step size is 5 nm while the other parameters are fixed. Figs. 5(a)-5(d) illustrates the variation of the transmission spectra for different coupling distance in four input states. As the coupling distance increases, both the transmission and the FWHM of the spectra decrease. Taking into account that these variation may eventually lead to changes in the contrast ratio which is an indicator to evaluate the performance of logic gates. Therefore, the relationship between the contrast ratio of the three logic operations and the coupling distance is plotted in Fig. 5(e) . It can be seen that the contrast ratio of the logic gate increases as the coupling distance increases. However, the transmission of the three logic gates will decrease as shown in Fig. 5(f) . Therefore, this is a trade-off problem. In order to achieve higher transmission and suitable contrast ratio, the coupling distance is set to 15 nm in this paper.
Moreover, the effect of the width of rectangular resonator on resonance wavelength is investigated. We take R = 300 nm, L 1 = 700 nm, d = 15 nm, w 0 = 50 nm, w 2 = w 1 − a and a = 5 nm. The width of the rectangular resonator w 1 increases from 50 nm to 65 nm with an interval of 5 nm. The relationship between the width of the rectangular resonator and the resonance wavelength in the four input states is shown in Fig. 6 . We can observe that with the increase of the width of the rectangular resonator, the resonance wavelengths of the input states (X = 1, Y = 0), (X = 0, Y = 1) and (X = 0, Y = 0) have a redshift and the resonance wavelengths with the input state (X = 1, Y = 1) have almost no movement. It should be noticed that when the input state is (X = 0, Y = 0), resonance wavelength has a larger redshift value than when the input states are (X = 1, Y = 0) and (X = 0,Y = 1). In other words, as the width of the rectangular resonator increases, the distance between the three wavelengths that need to be monitored increases. The above-mentioned phenomenon can be explained from the effective path of the cavity. The amount of change in the width of the rectangular resonator is denoted as D . When the input state is (X = 1, Y = 1), two sliders are moved to the right, and the change in the width of the rectangular resonator has almost no effect on the effective path of the cavity. Correspondingly, when the input states are (X = 1, Y = 0 or X = 0, Y = 1) and (X = 0, Y = 0), the variations of the effective path are 2D and 4D , respectively. Therefore, During the manufacture of this device, the width of the rectangular resonator which has important effect in the transmission spectra needs to be noticed. In addition, this provides a way to change the distance of the wavelength points to be monitored.
Furthermore, we explore the relationship between the transmission characteristics and refractive index. The refractive index in the cavity increases from 1.00 to 1.10 in steps of 0.02 and the other parameters are unchanged. The transmission spectra change as the refractive index of the dielectric increases in four input states, which are shown in Figs. 7(a)-7(d) . The redshift of the resonance wavelengths as the refractive index increases can be observed. As can be seen from Fig. 7(e) , there is a linear relationship between them, which is consistent with the previous theoretical analysis. Therefore, we can control the resonance wavelengths by changing the refractive index of the dielectric.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel plasmonic logic device. It can implement three kinds of logic operations (AND, XOR and NOR) simultaneously at different wavelengths through sliding manipulation. And each logic operation can achieve a high contrast ratio, which is greater than 16 dB between the output logic states 1 and 0. In addition, we investigate the effect of structural parameters on the transmission characteristics by simulation. We can control the transmission spectra and contrast ratio by changing the structural parameter. These results provide a numerical basis for designing optical logic device. The proposed plasmonic structure may have some significance for optical computing, high-speed signal processing and highly integrated optical devices.
